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We associate zeta functions in two variables with the vector space of binary
hermitian forms and prove their functional equation. From Weil’s converse
theorem, we can show that the Mellin inverse transforms of these zeta functions
give elliptic modular forms if they are specialized to one-variable zeta functions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to construct elliptic modular forms with
respect to 10(N ) from two-variable zeta functions associated with a
prehomogeneous vector space.
In [9], Shintani treated the prehomogeneous vector space (B, \, Sym(2)),
where B is the group of 2_2 non-singular lower triangular matrices and
Sym(2) is the set of all symmetric matrices of degree 2, and gave two-
variable zeta functions !i (s1 , s2) (i=1, 2). The Mellin inverse transforms of
these zeta functions specialized to s1=r # Z coincide with the Cohen
Eisenstein series which were introduced by Cohen [1].
In this paper, we construct elliptic modular forms analogous to the
Cohen Eisenstein series by considering the prehomogeneous vector space
(B_B, \, M2(C)) instead of (B, \, Sym(2)).
Let K be an imaginary quadratic field with discriminant dK , O the ring
of integers in K and O*=d &12K O the inverse different of K. For n # Z,
we set
r(l, n)=>[# # OlO | |#|2#n(mod l )], (1.1)
r*(l, n)=>[# # O*lO | |dK | |#|2#n(mod l | dK | )], (1.2)
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where we denote by >S the cardinality of a set S and define
Z(n, s) := :

l=1
r(l, n) l&(1+s), (1.3)
following Elstrodt, Gru newald and Mennicke [2] and
Z*(n, s) := :

l=1
r*(l, n) l&(1+s). (1.4)
Let n and j be positive integers. For i=1, 2, we set
a (i)j (n)=(&1)
i n2jZ((&1) i&1 n, 2j),
b (i)j (n)=- &1 |dK |& j n2jZ*((&1) i&1 n, 2j).
Let H be the upper half plane. Our main result is the following theorem:
Theorem 4.4. Let [a (i)j (n)], [b
(i)
j (n)] (n1) be as above and let
a (i)j (0)=(&1)
j+1 |dK |12 ‘(2j) 1(2j+1)(2?)2j+1,
b (i)j (0)=(&1)
i+ j+1 - &1 |dK |12+ j ‘(2j) 1(2j+1)(2?)2j+1.
Set
f (i)j (z)= :

n=0
a (i)j (n) e
2? - &1 nz, g (i)j (z)= :

n=0
b (i)j (n) e
2? - &1 nz (z # H).
Then f (i)j (z) and g
(i)
j (z) are holomorphic modular forms on H of weight 2j+1
with respect to 10( |dK | ) with character /dK , the Kronecker symbol, and
satisfy
g (i)j (z)=( |dK | z)
&(2j+1) f (i)j (&1|dK | z),
We will prove the above theorem by showing that the functions
n=1 a (i)j (n) n
&s and n=1 b (i)j (n) n
&s satisfy the conditions of Weil’s con-
verse theorem (see Miyake [4], Theorem 4.3.15) from the theory of zeta
functions in several variables associated with prehomogeneous vector
spaces introduced by Sato [6].
In Section 2 we will prove the functional equation of local zeta functions
associated with the prehomogeneous vector space (B_B, \, M2(C)). In
Section 3 we will define zeta functions and zeta integrals associated with
the prehomogeneous vector space (B_B, \, M2(C)) and give the relation
between zeta functions and zeta integrals. In Section 4 we will calculate
poles and residues of zeta functions given in Section 3. We will prove our
main result, Theorem 4.4.
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Notations. We denote by Z, Q, R and C respectively, the ring of
rational integers, the rational number field, the real number field and the
complex number field. For any non-zero real number x, sgn(x) is x|x|. We
use the symbol e(x) (x # C) as an abbreviation for exp(2? - &1 x). For
any matrix A, we denote by tA the transposed matrix of A. We abbreviate
determinant and trace to det and tr respectively. For any smooth manifold
X, we denote by C 0 (X) the space of complex-valued smooth functions on
X with compact support. For any finite dimensional real vector space V,
S(V ) is the space of rapidly decreasing C-functions on V. We denote by
dz=d Re(z) d Im(z) the Lebesgue measure on C. We denote by ‘(s) the
Riemann zeta function and by 1(s) the gamma function.
2. THE VECTOR SPACE OF BINARY HERMITIAN FORMS
Let V=M2(C) be the set of all 2_2-matrices with complex coefficients
and VR=Her2(C) the set of all hermitian matrices of degree 2. In V, we
consider the inner product
(x, y)=tr(xy@) (x, y # V ),
where y@=( y4& y2
&y3
y1
) for y=( y1y3
y2
y4
). In the following, we identify V with its
dual vector space via the bilinear for (x, y).
Let B be the group of 2_2 lower triangular matrices with non-zero
diagonal entries and put G=B_B. We choose an R-structure of G such
that GR=[(g, g ) | g # B] and identify GR with B by the mapping
(g, g ) [ g. Then G acts on V by \(g, h) x= gxth for x # V and (g, h) # G,
and the triple (G, \, V ) is a prehomogeneous vector space with singular set
S={x=\x1x3
x2
x4 + } x1 det x=0= .
The irreducible relative invariants are P1(x)=x1 and P2(x)=det x, which







h3 ++ # G.
The representation \* of G contragredient to \ is given by \*(g, h)=
/&12 (g, h) \(h, g), then (G, \*, V ) is also a prehomogeneous vector space
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with singular set S, and the characters correspond to the relative invariants




Vi =[x # VR | x1 {0, (&1) i det x>0] (i=1, 2), (2.1)
V ji =[x # VR | (&1)
j x1>0, (&1) i det x>0] (i, j=1, 2). (2.2)
Then we see Vi=V 1i _ V
2
i (i=1, 2). For f # S(VR), we set
8 ji ( f; s1 , s)=|
Vji
|P1(x)| s1 |P2(x)| s f (x) dx (i, j=1, 2), (2.3)
8i ( f; s1 , s)=81i ( f; s1 , s)+8
2
i ( f; s1 , s) (i=1, 2), (2.4)
where dx=dx1 dx2 dx3 for x=( x1x2
x 2
x3
) # VR . The integrals 8 ji ( f; s1 , s) con-
verge absolutely for (s1 , s) # C2 with Re(s1)>0, Re(s)>0. The integrals
8i ( f; s1 , s) are called the local zeta functions associated with the
prehomogeneous vector space (G, \, V ). For f # S(VR), we define the
Fourier transform f of f by
f (x)=|
VR
f ( y) e(x, y) dy, (2.5)
where we denote e((x, y) ) by e(x, y).
Recall the following formulas for the Fourier transforms of |x| s and




s&1 f (x) dx
0& |x|
s&1 f (x) dx+




&s f (x) dx
0& |x|
&s f (x) dx+ , (2.6)
|
R
f (x) e(ax2) dx=(2 |a| )&12 e(sgn(a)8) |
R
e(&x24a) f (x) dx. (2.7)
Proposition 2.1. The integrals 8i ( f; s1 , s) (i=1, 2) have analytic con-
tinuations to meromorphic functions of (s1 , s) in C2 and satisfy the following
functional equation:
\8182+ ( f ; s1&2, s&1)=#(s1 , s) \
81
82+ ( f; s1&2, 1&s1&s),
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where the 1-matrix #(s1 , s) is given by




Proof. From the general theory (Sato [6], Theorem 1), we know that
the integrals 8i ( f; s1 , s) (i=1, 2) have analytic continuations to mero-
morphic functions in C2 and satisfy a functional equation between
8i ( f ; s1 , s) and 8j ( f; s1 , s). For the explicit calculation of the 1-matrix, we
may assume that Re(s1)>2, Re(s)>1 and the support of f is compact
and contained in VR&SR . Then all the integrals that will appear in the







t1 |t| 2+t2+ ,
where t1 , t2 are variables on R and t is a variable on C. Then
dx=|t1|2 dt1 dt2 dt and we have







|t2 | s&1 f (x) dt2 .
By the definition of the Fourier transform (2.5), we have







|t2 | s&1 dt2
_|
VR




), the inner product (x, y) is given by t1( y3&ty2&ty2+
|t|2 y1)+t2y1 and using the formula (2.6), we obtain
82i ( f ; s1&2, s&1)=(2?)








| y1|&s f ( y) e(t1( y3&ty2&ty2+|t|2 y1)) dy













y3+ } (&1) j y1>0= ( j=1, 2).
Now we put








| y1|&s f ( y) e(t1( y3&ty2&ty2+|t| 2 y1)) dy ( j=1, 2).
By the formula (2.7), we have
Ij =
(&1) j - &1
2




t s1+s&21 dt1 |
V jR








u1 |u| 2+u2+ ,
then | y1|=|u1|, |det y|=|u1u2 | , dy=|u1|2 du1 du2 du and we have
Ij =
(&1) j - &1
2






|u1|1&s f ( y) e(t1u2) du1 du2 du.
Using the formula (2.6), we have
Ij =
(&1) j - &1
2
(2?)1&s1&2s 1(s) 1(s1+s&1) e((&1) i+ j s4)
_(e((&1) j&1 (s1+s&1)4) 8 j1( f; s1&2, 1&s1&s)
+e((&1) j (s1+s&1)4) 8 j2( f; s1&2, 1&s1&s)).
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Hence we obtain





_[e((&1)i+1 s4+(s1+s&1)4) 811( f; s1&2, 1&s1&s)
+e((&1) i+1 s4&(s1+s&1)4) 812( f; s1&2, 1&s1&s)
&e((&1) i s4&(s1+s&1)4) 821( f; s1&2, 1&s1&s)
&e((&1) i s4+(s1+s&1)4) 822( f; s1&2, 1&s1&s). (2.8)
We can calculate the integral 81i ( f ; s1&2, s&1) int the same way and the
result is the following:





_[e((&1) i s4&(s1+s&1)4) 811( f; s1&2, 1&s1&s)
+e((&1) i s4+(s1+s&1)4) 812( f; s1&2, 1&s1&s)
&e((&1) i+1 s4+(s1+s&1)4) 821( f; s1&2, 1&s1&s)
&e((&1) i+1 s4&(s1+s&1)4) 822( f; s1&2, 1&s1&s). (2.9)
Thus we obtain from (2.8) and (2.9)
8i ( f ; s1&2, s&1)=(2?)1&s1&2s 1(s) 1(s1+s&1)





















By the definition (2.4), we obtain
8i ( f ; s1&2, s&1)=(2?)1&s1&2s 1(s) 1(s1+s&1)
_(&cos(?(s1+:is)2) 81( f; s1&2, 1&s1&s)
+cos(?(s1+; is)2) 82( f; s1&2, 1&s1&s)). K





|b| s&2 f \bz
z
b&1 |z|2+ dz db,
where dz, db are the Lebesgue measures on C and R, respectively. The
integral 7( f; s) converges absolutely for s # C with Re(s)>2.
Proposition 2.2. If f # C 0 (VR&SR), we have
7( f ; s&1)=(2?)1&s 1(s&1) cos(?s2)
_(81( f; s&2, 1&s)&82( f; s&2, 1&s)).
Proof. By the principle of analytic continuations, one may assume
Re(s)>3. Then, since f # C 0 (VR&SR), the integrals that will appear in the
calculation below are absolutely convergent. We have




|b| s&3 f \bz
z
b&1 |z|2+ dz db
=|
R







_e( y1b&1 |z|2+ y3b&y2 z& y2 z) dy.
By the formula (2.7), we see
7( f , s&1)=2&1 - &1 |
R
sgn(b) |b| s&2 db |
VR
sgn( y1) | y1|&1 f
_\ y1y2
y 2
y3+ e(b det yy1) dy.
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By the formula (2.6), we have
7( f ; s&1)=2&1- &1(2?)1&s 1(s&1) e(&?(1&s)4)
_|
VR
sgn(det y) | y1| s&2 |det y|1&s f \y1y2
y 2
y3+ dy
&2&1 - &1 (2?)1&s 1(s&1) e(?(1&s)4)
_|
VR




7( f ; s&1)=(2?)1&s 1(s&1) cos(?s2)
_(81( f; s&2, 1&s)&82( f; s&2, 1&s)). K
3. ZETA FUNCTIONS OF THE PREHOMOGENEOUS
VECTOR SPACE
In this section, we define the zeta functions associated with the
prehomogeneous vector space (G, \, V ) and prove their functional equations.
Let m be a square-free positive integer, K=Q(- &m) the imaginary
quadratic field with discriminant dK , O the ring of integers in K and
O*=d &12K O the dual lattice of O with respect to the inner product
(x, y)=2 Re(xy). There exists a Q-structure on (G, \, V ) such that
GQ=[(g, g ) | g # B(K), GZ=[(g, g ) | g # B(O)],
VQ=M(2, K) & VR , VZ=M(2, O) & VR .
We denote by V*Z the dual lattice of VZ , which is given by
V*Z={\a#
#
b+ } a, b # Z, # # O*= .
Let 1 be the subset of GZ of all elements whose diagonal entries are 1.
Definition. Let / be a Dirichlet character modulo N. We define the
following functions on VQ :
,1(x)={10
if x # VZ
if x  VZ
, ,/(x)={/(det x)0
if x # VZ
if x  VZ .
The functions are 1-invariant. We use these functions to define L-series.
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Definition. For the function ,=,1 or ,/ and each y # VQ , we take a
positive integer My such that
x#x$ (mod MyVZ) O ,(x) e(&x, y)=,(x$) e(&x$, y).
We define , as follows.
, ( y)=M &4y :
x # VQ MyVZ
,(x) e(&x, y), ( y # VQ).
This definition does not depend on the choice of My and we call , the
Fourier transform of ,. For a primitive Dirichlet character / modulo N, we




/( j) e( jN ).
Proposition 3.1. (1) We have
, 1( y)={10
if y # V*Z
if y  V*Z .
(2) Let / be a primitive Dirichlet character whose conductor N is
coprime to 2 |dK | and /dK the Kronecker symbol (
dK). Then we have
, /( y)={N
&2/dK (N) /(dK)({(/){(/ )) / (det |dK |
12 Ny)
0
if y # N &1V*Z
if y  N&1V*Z .
Proof. We only prove (2) under the condition 4|dK . The other case can
be proved in the same way. We put
y=\ y1y3+- &m y4
y3&- &m y4
y2 + # VQ .
We can take a positive integer q such that qyi # Z for 1i4. By the
definition of , / , we have
, /( y)=(qN)&4 :




/(det a) e(a, y) :
b mod qVZ
e(Nb, y).







y # N &1V*Z
y  N &1V*Z
,




/(det a) e(a, y) y # N&1V*Z
0 y  N&1V*Z .
Since det a is a quaternary quadratic form, our assertion follows from
Theorem 1 in Stark [10]. K
For f, f * # S(VR) and ,=,1 or ,/ , we define Z( f, ,; s1 , s) and
Z*( f *, , ; s1 , s) (s1 , s # C) as follows:




,(x) f (\(g) x) dr g (3.1)




, (x) f *(\*(g) x) drg,
(3.2)





). We define Dirichlet
series ‘i (,; s1 , s), ‘ i (, ; s1 , s) (i=1, 2) by setting
‘i (,; s1 , s) := :
x # 1"V i
2 & VQ
,(x) x&s11 |det x|
&s, (3.3)
‘i (, ; s1 , s) := :
x # 1"Vi
2 & VQ
, (x) x&s11 |det x|
&s, (3.4)
where V ji is given by (2.2).
Lemma 3.2. (1) The zeta functions ‘i (,1 ; s1 , s), ‘i (, 1 ; s1 , s) converge
absolutely for Re(s1)>2, Re(s)>1. The following identities hold:
‘i (,1 ; s1 , s)= :

n=1
Z((&1) i&1 n, s1&1) n&s,
‘i (, 1 ; s1 , s)=|dK | s :

n=1
Z*((&1) i&1 n, s1&1) n&s.
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(2) Let / be a primitive Dirichlet character whose conductor N is
coprime to 2 |dK | and C/=/dK (N) /(dK)({(/){(/ )). The zeta functions
‘i (,/ ; s1 , s), ‘i (, / ; s1 , s) converge absolutely for Re(s1)>2, Re(s)>1. The
following identities hold:
‘i (,/ ; s1 , s)= :

n=1
/((&1) i n) Z((&1) i&1 n, s1&1) n&s,
‘i (, / ; s1 , s)=|dK | s N s1+2s&2C/ :

n=1
/ ((&1) i n) Z*((&1) i&1 n, s1&1) n&s.
Proof. Since ,1 and , 1 are 1-invariant, we have
‘i (,1 ; s1 , s)= :

l, n=1
>[x # 1"VZ | x1=l, det x=(&1) i n] l&s1n&s,
‘i (, 1 ; s1 , s)=|dK | s :

l, n=1
>[x # 1"V*Z | x1=l, |dK |det x=(&1) i n]l&s1n&s.
It is easy to see that
r(l, (&1) i&1 n)=>[x # 1"VZ | x1=l, det x=(&1) i n],
r*(l, (&1) i&1 n)=>[x # 1"V*Z | x1=l, |dK | det x=(&1) i n],
where r(l, n) and r*(l, n) are given by (1.1) and (1.2), respectively. Hence
we have
‘i (,1 ; s1 , s)= :

n=1
Z((&1) i&1 n, s1&1) n&s,
‘i (, 1 ; s1 , s)=|dK | s :

n=1
Z*((&1) i&1 n, s1&1) n&s.
By [2], the function Z(n, s1&1) converges absolutely for Re(s1)>2. To
prove the convergence of the zeta functions, we use the explicit expression
given in [2], Theorem 3.4. If p is a prime number and n # Z, we write pt & n
for t # [0, 1, 2, ..., ] if either n{0 and pt is the exact power of p dividing
n or n=0 and t=. Then we have
Z(n, s)={‘K (s) L(s+1, /dK)
&1
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where ‘K (s) denotes the zeta function of K, L(s, /dK) the L-function













Rp(n, X ) :=
1&\\dKp + ( pX )+
t+1
1&\dKp + pX
for p |% dK , pt & n,
1+\&|dK, 0 |
t n0
p + ( pX )t+1
for p | dK , p{2, pt & n,
1+\ 8(dK, 2)t n0+ (2X )t+3
for p=2, 4 | dK , dK, 1 #2(8), 2t & n,
1&\ &8(dK, 2)t n0+ (2X )t+3
for p=2, 4 | dK , dK, 1 #6(8), 2t & n,
1&\ &4(dK, 2)t n0+ (2X )t+2
for p=2, 4 | dK , dK, 1 #3 or 7(8), 2t & n,
(3.7)
where dK, 0 :=dKp, n0= p&tn, and for dK #0 (mod 4), dK, 1=dK4,
dK, 2={&dK, 12(1&dK, 1)2
if dK, 1 #2 (mod 4),
if dK, 1 #3 (mod 4).
We see that r(l, n) and r*(l, n) have the following relation:
r*(l, n)=|dK |&1 r( |dK | l, n), (3.8)
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and hence Z*(n, s) is given by
Z*(n, s)={‘K (s) L(s+1, /dK)
&1










Rp*(n, X ) :=
Rp(n, X )
for p |% dK , pt & n,
1+\&|dK, 0 |
t n0
p + ( pX )t
for p | dK , p{2, pt & n,
1+\ 8(dK, 2)t n0+ (2X )t
for p=2, 4 | dK , dK, 1 #2(8), 2t & n,
1&\ &8(dK, 2)t n0+ (2X )t
for p=2, 4 | dK , dK, 1 #6(8), 2t & n,
1&\ &4(dK, 2)t n0+ (2X )t
for p=2, 4 | dK , dK, 1 #3 or 7(8), 2t & n.
Now the convergence of ‘i (,1 ; s1 , s) follows from the estimate of %(n, s) and
%*(n, s) below. The proof of the second assertion is similar. K













where d(n) denote the number of prime divisors of n.
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(2) For any positive number =,
2d(n)<2N(=)n=,
where N(=) is a positive number depending only on =.
Proof. (1) We give the proof only of the estimate of |%(n, s)| in the
Re(s)1, since the proofs of the other cases are similar. We estimate
Rp(n, p&(s+1)) in the case p |% dK as follows:
|Rp(n, p&(s+1))|( pt)&Re(s) (1+ pRe(s)+ } } } + pt Re(s))








|Rp(n, p&(s+1))|2( p1&Re(s))t+1, p | dK , p{2, (Re(s)1)
|R2(n, 2&(s+1))|2(21&Re(s))t+3, 4 | dK , p=2, (Re(s)1).
We combine the above estimates and we have
|%(n, s)|=O((2 | dK | )&Re(s) 2d(n)n1&Re(s)) (Re(s)1).
(2) We set n=>d(n)i=1 p
ei
i . For any =>0, we choose a prime number
q with the condition: (log q)&1<=(log 2)&1. Let N(=) be the number of
primes p less than q. Then we have
log n+N(=) log q= :
d(n)
i=1









This inequality yields 2d(n)<2N(=)n=. K
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Corollary 3.4. The integrals Z( f, ,; s1 , s), Z*( f *, , ; s1 , s) and the
Dirichlet series ‘i (,; s1 , s), ‘i (, ; s1 , s) (i=1, 2) are absolutely convergent for
Re(s1)>2, Re(s)>1. Moreover, the following equalities hold:
Z( f, ,; s1 , s)=?2 :
2
i=1
‘i (,; s1 , s) 8i ( f; s1&2, s&1),
Z*( f, , ; s1 , s)=?2 :
2
i=1
‘i (, ; s1 , s) 8i ( f *; s1&2, s&1).
Proof. For x # VR , let Gx=[g # GR | \(g) x=x] and 1x=Gx & 1.







F(gh) d+x(h) for F # C0(GR),
where |(x)=|P1(x)|&2|P2(x)| &1 dx is a GR-relative invariant measure on
VR . Using this fact, we can show that
Z( f, ,; s1 , s)= :
2
i=1
8 i ( f; s1&2, s&1) :
s # 1"VQ & Vi
2





We can see that +(x)=?2 and the series ‘i (,; s1 , s) (i=1, 2) converge for
Re(s1)>2, Re(s)>1 by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. The our assertion proved. K
We define Z+( f, ,; s1 , s) and Z*+( f, ,; s1 , s) by putting




,(x) f (\(g) x) drg,




,(x) f (\(g) x) drg.
Corollary 3.4 implies that Z+( f, ,; s1 , s) is a holomorphic function of
(s1 , s) in the domain [(s1 , s) # C2 | Re(s1)>2].
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Proposition 3.5. Assume that Re(s1)<2, Re(s)>1 and f # S(VR).
(1) We have
Z( f, ,1 ; s1 , s)
=Z+( f, ,1 ; s1 , s)+2 |dK |&12 Z*+( f , , 1 ; s1 , 2&s1&s)
+2 |dK |&12 ?2(s1+s&2)&1 Z*(0, s1&1) 7( f ; s1&1)
+?2(s&1)&1 ‘(s1&1)(81( f; s1&2, 0)+82( f; s1&2, 0))
&?2s&1Z(0, s1&1) 7( f; s1&1)
&2 |dK |12 ?2(s1+s&1)&1 ‘(s1&1)(81( f ; s1&2, 0)
+82( f ; s1&2, 0)),
where Z(0, s1&1) and Z*(0, s1&1) are defined by (1.3) and (1.4),
respectively. The equality remains to be true if we replace Z( f, ,1 ; s1 , s) by
Z*( f, , 1 ; s1 , s), Z+( f, ,1 ; s1 , s) by Z*+( f, , 1 ; s1 , s), Z*+( f , , 1 ; s1 , 2&s1&s)
by 2 |dK |12 Z+( f , ,1 ; s1 , 2&s1&s) and multiplying the coefficients of
7( f ; s1&1) and (81+82)( f; s1&2, 0) by |dK |.
(2) We have
Z( f, ,/ ; s1 , s)
=Z+( f, ,/ ; s1 , s)+2 |dK |&12 Z*+( f , , / ; s1 , 2&s1&s)
+|
| g1g3 |1
| g1|2s1+2s&4 | g3 | 2s (J*( f g1g3)&2
&1
_|dK | 12 J( fg1 g3)) dg1 dg3 ,
where


















fg1 g3(x)= f \\ \g10
0






Proof. We have, by the Poisson summation formula, x # L f (x)=




Hence we have x # VQ ,(x) f (x)=2 |dK |
&12 x # V*
Q
, (x) f (x).
We consider the case ,=,1 . We have






_\2 |dK | &12 /2(g)&2 :x # SQ & V*Z , 1(x) f (\*(g) x)
& :
x # SQ & VZ
,1(x) f (\(g) x)+ drg.
We call two points x, y of VZ (resp. V*Z) 1-equivalent if they lie in the same
1-orbit in VZ (resp. V*Z). Then it is easy to see that a complete set of repre-
sentatives of 1-equivalence classes in SQ & VZ is given by the union of the
following subsets of VZ :
{\a#
#
a&1 |#| 2+ } a # Z&[0], # # OaO, a | |#|2= ,
{\0#
#




a+ } a # Z= ,
where r# is a positive integer such that (r#)=tr(#O) for # # O. Similarly, the
union of the subsets
{\a#
#
a&1 |#|2+ } a # Z&[0], # # O*aO, a&1 |#| 2 # Z= ,
{\0#
#




a+}a # Z= ,
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where r#* is a positive integer such that (r#*)=tr(#O) for # # O*, forms a
complete set of representatives of 1-equivalence classes in SQ & V*Z . Thus
the third term 7 on the right hand side of (3.10) is equal to
|
| g1| | g3|1
| g1|2s1+2s&4 | g3 |2s (I 1*( f g1g3)
+I2*( f g1 g3)&I1( fg1 g3)&I2( fg1 g3)) dg1 dg3 ,
where
I1( f )= :
l # Z&[0]




l&1 | g| 2+ dg,









I 1*( f )=2 |dK |&12 :
l # Z&[0]




l&1| g| 2+ dg,











Now we see that
|
| g1| | g3|1
| g1| 2s1+2s&4 | g3 |2s (I 1*( f g1 g3)&I1( fg1 g3)) dg1 dg3
=2?2( |dK | 12 (s1+s&2))&1 Z*(0, s1&1) 7( f ; s1&1)
&?2s&1Z(0, s1&1) 7( f; s1&1).
On the other hand, the Poisson summation formula implies
I2*( f )&I2( f )= :
a # Z&[0]
| f \ ay2
y 2
y3 + dy2 dy3
&2 |dK |12 :
a # Z&[0]
| f \ ay2
y 2
y3 + dy2 dy3 .
Thus we have
|
| g1| | g3|1
| g1|2s1+2s&4 | g3 |2s (I 2*( f g1 g3)&I2( fg1 g3)) dg1 dg3
=?2(s&1)&1 ‘(s1&1)(81( f; s1&2, 0)+82( f; s1&2, 0))
&2 |dK |12 ?2(s1+s&1)&1 ‘(s1&1)(81( f ; s1&2, 0)
+82( f ; s1&2, 0)).
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This proves the assertion for ,1 . We note that ,/(x)=0 if det x=0 and
our assertion for ,/ can be proved in the same way as in the case of ,1 . K
Corollary 3.6. For ,=,1 or ,/ , Z( f, ,; s1 , s) and Z*( f , , ; s1 , s) have
analytic continuations to meromorphic functions in the domain [(s1 , s) #
C2 | Re(s1)>2]. Moreover they satisfy the functional equation:
Z( f, ,; s1 , s)=2 | dK |&12 Z*( f , , ; s1 , s).
It is easy to check the following lemma:
Lemma 3.7. If f # C 0 (Vi), then 7( f; s), J*( f ), J( f ), J*( f ) and J( f )
vanish.
Corollary 3.8. If f # C 0 (Vi), then the following identity holds:
(1)
Z( f, ,1 ; s1 , s)
=Z+( f, ,1 ; s1 , s)+2 |dK |&12 Z*+( f , , 1 ; s1 , 2&s)
+2 |dK |&12 ?2(s1+s&2)&1 Z*(0, s1&1) 7( f ; s1&1)
+?2(s&1)&1 ‘(s1&1)(81( f; s1&2, 0)+82( f; s1&2, 0))
&2 |dK |12 ?2(s1+s&1)&1 ‘(s1&1)(81( f ; s1&2, 0)
+82( f ; s1&2, 0))
=2 |dK |&12 Z*( f , , 1 ; s1 , 2&s1&s).
(2)
Z( f, ,/ ; s1 , s)=Z+( f, ,/ ; s1 , s)+2 |dK | &12 Z*+( f , , / ; s1 , 2&s1&s)
=2 |dK |&12 Z*( f , , / ; s1 , 2&s1&s).
4. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we prove our main results.
Proposition 4.1. Assume that Re(s1)>2. Then zeta functions
‘i (,; s1 , s) and ‘i (, ; s1 , s) have analytic continuations to meromorphic
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functions in the domain [(s1 , s) # C2 | Re(s1)>2]. Moreover they satisfy the
following functional equations for ,=,1 or ,/ :
1
2 |dK |12 \
‘1
‘2+ (, ; s1 , 2&s1&s)= t#(s1 , s) \
‘1
‘2 + (,; s1 s),
where




The functions ‘i (,1 ; s1 , s) (i=1, 2) have poles at s=1 and s=2&s1 with
residues ‘(s1&1) and (&1) i&1 2 |dK |&12 (2?)1&s1 1(s1&1) cos(?s1 2)
Z*(0, s1&1) for a fixed s1 , respectively. The functions ‘i (, 1 ; s1 , s)
(i=1, 2) have poles at s=1 and s=2&s1 with residues |dK | ‘(s1&1) and
(&1) i&1 2 |dK | 12 (2?)1&s1 1(s1&1) cos(?s1 2) Z*(0, s1&1) for a fixed s1 ,
respectively. The functions ‘i (,/ ; s1 , s) and ‘i (, / ; s1 , s) (i=1, 2) have no
pole in the domain [(s1 , s) # C2 | Re(s1)>2].
Proof. We can deduce the first half of the assertion from Proposition
2.1, Corollaries 3.4 and 3.6. Now we prove the assertion for poles and
residues. We have the following identity for any f # C 0 (Vi) from Corollary
3.8 (1):
8i ( f; s1&2, s&1) ‘i (,1 ; s1 , s)
=?&2(Z+( f, ,1 ; s1 , s)+2 |dK |&12 Z*+( f , , 1 ; s1 , 2&s1&s))
2 |dK |&12 (s1+s&2)&1 Z*(0, s1&1) 7( f ; s1&1)
+(s&1)&1 ‘(s1&1) 8i ( f; s1&2, 0)
&2 |dK |12 (s1+s&1)&1 ‘(s1&1)
_(81( f ; s1&2, 0)+82( f ; s1&2, 0)).
(4.1)
Since





8j ( f ; s1&2, 0)=(&1) j&1(2?)&1&s1 1(s1) cos(?s1 2) 8i ( f; s1&2, &s1)
( j=1, 2).
Hence we have
81( f ; s1&2, 0)+82( f : s1&2, 0)=0,
and we see that the last term of (4.1) is zero. Since there exists an
f # C 0 (Vi) such that 8i ( f; s1&2, 0){0, we see ‘ i (,1 ; s1 , s) have a pole at
s=1 and the residue is ‘(s1&1). Using Proposition 2.2, we obtain the
assertion for the residue of ‘i (,1 ; s1 , s) at s=2&s1 in the same manner as
above. Our assertion for ‘i (, 1 ; s1 , s) can be proved in the same way as in
the case of ‘i (,1 ; s1 , s). Using Corollary 3.8 (2), we can prove our assertion
for ‘i (,/ ; s1 , s) in the same way. K
Using Lemma 3.3, we can extend ‘i (,; s1 , s) in C2.
Corollary 4.2. ‘i (,; s1 , s) (i=1, 2) have analytic continuations to
meromorphic functions in C2.
Proof. By (3.5), we have the following identity:




%(n, s1&1) n&s. (4.2)
As we have proved in Proposition 4.1, the left hand side of (4.2) is a
holomorphic function in the domain
D$=[(s1 , s) # C2 | Re(s1)<2].





is absolutely convergent and holomorphic in the domain
D=[(s1 , s) # C2 | Re(s1)2, Re(s1+s)>3]
_ [(s1 , s) # C2 | Re(s1)2, Re(s)>1].
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Therefore the function (s1+s&2)(s1&2)(s&1) L(s1 , /dK) ‘i (,1 ; s1 , s) has
an analytic continuation to a holomorphic function in D _ D$. Since the
convex hull of D _ D$ coincides with C2, the assertion for ,=,1 follows
from Theorem 2.5.10 in Ho rmander [3]. The assertion for ,=,/ can be
proved in the same manner by using




/(n) %(n, s1&1) n&s. K
For an imaginary quadratic field K, we define Dirichlet series Li (K; j, s)
and Li*(K; j, s) (i=1, 2) as follows:
Li (K; j, s) :=(&1) i ‘i (,1 ; 2j+1, s&2j)= :

n=1
a (i)j (n) n
&s,
Li*(K; j, s) :=- &1 |dK | j&s ‘i (, 1 ; 2j+1, s&2j)= :

n=1







r(l, (&1) i&1 n)
l2j+1
=(&1) i n2jZ((&1) i&1 n, 2j)
b(i)j (n)=- &1 |dK |& j n2j :

l=1
r*(l, (&1) i&1 n)
l 2j+1
=- &1 |dK |& j n2jZ*((&1) i&1 n, 2j).
Let N be a positive integer coprime to 2 |dK |. For a primitive Dirichlet
character / modula N, we define Dirichlet series Li (K; j, s, /) and
Li*(K; j, s, / ) (i=1, 2) as follows:
Li (K; j, s, /) := :

n=1
/(n) a (i)j (n) n
&s,
Li*(K; j, s, / ) := :

n=1




Li (K; j, s, /)=(&1) i ‘i (,/ ; 2j+1, s&2j),
Li*(K; j, s, / )=- &1 |dK | j&s N2j+1&2sC &1/ ‘i (, / ; 2j+1, s&2j).
For a positive integer M, we set
4M(s; j, Li)=(2?- M)&s 1(s) Li (K; j, s),
4M(s; j, Li*)=(2?- M)&s 1(s) Li*(K; j, s),
4M(s; j, Li , /)=(2?- M)&s 1(s) Li (K; j, s, /),
4M(s; j, Li* , /)=(2?- M)&s 1(s) Li*(K; j, s, /).
Theorem 4.3. Let / be a primitive Dirichlet character whose conductor
N is coprime to 2 |dK |. Then the functions 4 |dK|(s; j, Li), 4 |dK|(s; j, Li*),
4 |dK| N2(s; j, Li , /) and 4 |dK| N2(s; j, Li*, /) have analytic continuations to
meromorphic functions of s in C and satisfy the following functional equa-
tions:
(i) 4 |dK|(s; j, Li)=(- &1)
2j+1 4 |dK|(2j+1&s; Li*).
(ii) 4 |dK| N 2(s; j, Li , /)=(- &1)
2j+1 C/4 |dK| N2(2j+1&s; Li* , / ),
where C/=/dK (N) /(dK) {(/){(/ ).
The functions 4 |dK| N2(s; j, Li , /) (i=1, 2) are holomorphic in C and
4 |dK|(s; j, Li) have only two poles at s=0 and s=2j+1 with residues
(&1) j |dK | 12 ‘(2j) 1(2j+1)(2?)2j+1 (s=0),
and
(&1) j |dK | 12+ j ‘(2j) 1(2j+1)(2?)2j+1 (s=2j+1).
Proof. Proposition 4.1 implies the above functional equations and from
it we see that the possible poles of 4 |dK|(s; j, Li) are s=2j+1 and
s=0, &1, ... . On the other hand, by the right hand side of functional equa-
tion satisfied by 4 |dK|(s; j, Li), we see that the possible poles of
4 |dK|(s; j, Li) are s=0 and s=2j+1, 2j+2, ... . Therefore we deduce that
4 |dK|(s; j, Li) have poles only at s=0 and s=2j+1 and the residues are
(&1) j |dK | 12 ‘(2j) 1(2j+1)(2?)2j+1 (s=0),
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and
(&1) i |dK |12+ j‘(2j) 1(2j+1)(2?)2j+1 (s=2j+1).
The assertion for 4 |dK| N 2(s; j, Li , /) can be proved in the same way as in
the case 4 |dK|(s; j, Li). K
Let H be the upper half plane and Gj (N, /) the space of holomorphic
modular forms on H of weight j with respect to 10(N ) with character /.
Theorem 4.4. Let [a (i)j (n)], [b
(i)
j (n)] (i=1, 2) be as above and let
a (i)j (0)=(&1)
j+1 |dK | 12 ‘(2j) 1(2j+1)(2?)2j+1,
b (i)j (0)=(&1)
i+ j+1 - &1 |dK | 12+ j‘(2j) 1(2j+1)(2?)2j+1.
Set
f (i)j (z)= :

n=0





b (i)j (n) e(nz), (z # H).
Then f (i)j (z) and g
(i)
j (z) belong to G2j+1( |dK | , /dK) and satisfy the following
relation:
g (i)j (z)=( |dK | z)
&(2j+1) f (i)j (&1|dK | z).
We use the following Lemma 4.5 in the proof of Theorem 4.4.
We denote by C(VR) the space of all complex-valued C-functions on
VR . Let f # C(VR). For any non-negative integers N, M, we define a semi-
norm &(M, N )( f ) on C(VR) as follows:
&(M, N )( f ) := sup
x # VR
(1+&x&2)M :
i1+ } } } +inN
} 
i1+ } } } +in f




(&x&2=x21+ } } } +x
2
n).
Lemma 4.5. Let f be a function in C(VR) (not necessarily of compact
support).
(1) If &(M, N )( f )<+ for sufficient large M, N, then the Poisson
summation formula for f holds.
(2) If &(M+1, M)( f )<+ for sufficiently large M, then Proposi-
tion 2.1 holds. (See the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Shintani [8].)
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Proof of Theorem 4.4. We check that the functions 4 |dK|(s; Li) and
4 |dK| N2(s; Li , /) satisfy the conditions in Weil’s converse theorem (see
Miyake [4], Theorem 4.3.15). In Theorem 4.3, we have proved that these
functions satisfy the conditions on the functional equations and poles in
Weil’s converse theorem. Therefore it suffices to prove the boundedness of
4 |dK|(s; Li)+a0 s+- &1
2j+1 b0 (2j+1&s) and 4 |dK| N2(s; Li , /) on any
vertical strip. To show this, we consider a function q(t) # C(R), satisfying
the following two conditions:







Then *(s) is a holomorphic function in the domain [s # C | Re(s)<0] and
for every pair of positive numbers (&1 , &2), there exists a constant c>0
such that |*(s)|>c exp(&- |Im(s)| ) on &&1Re(s)&&2 .
The existence of such a function q(t) is known (see Lemma 1.4 in [8]). Set
Ki=[x # Vi | |P1(x)|>1, |P2(x)|=1]




with dx=dP2 7 |. For a positive integer L, we define f (L)i # C
(VR) as
follows:
f (L)i (x)={0|P1(x)|1&2j |P2(x)| &L q( |P2(x)| ) hi (x|P2(x)|12)
x  Vi
x # Vi .
For any M, N, if L is sufficient large, then
&(M, N )( f (L)i )<+.
Therefore Proposition 2.1 and the Poisson summation formula hold for
f (L)i with a sufficiently large L by Lemma 4.5. Hence the following identity,
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which is derived from Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 3.5 for f # C 0 (Vi),




j+12 b (i)j (0)(2j+1&s)
=(&1) i \ 2?|dK | 12+
&s
_
1(s)(Z+( f, ,1 ; 2j+1, s&2j)+Z*+( f , , 1 ; 2j+1, 1&s))
8i ( f; 2j&1, s&2j&1)
+(&1) i s&1 \21(s) ‘(2j) |dK |
(s+1)2 8i ( f ; 2j&1, 0)
(2?)s 8i ( f; 2j&1, s&2j&1)
&a (i)j (0)+
+(&1) i (s&2j&1)&1
_\1(s) ‘(2j) |dK |
s2 8i ( f; 2j&1, 0)
(2?)s 8i ( f; 2j&1, s&2j&1)
&b (i)j (0)+ .
Then the second and third terms of right hand side and Z+( f, ,1 ; 2j+1,
s&2j)+Z*+( f , , 1 ; 2j+1, 1&s) are bounded on any vertical strip. By the
definition of f (L)i , we obtain
8i ( f (L)i ; 2j&1, s&1)=|
Vi
















>Ce&- |Im(s)| (Im(s)  \),
where
Ki, t=[x # Vi | |P1(x)|>t12, |P2(x)|=t].
From Stirling’s estimate, we have
1(s)=O( |Im(s)|Re(s)&12 e&? |Im(s)|2)
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on any vertical strip. We obtain the following estimate:
4 |dK|(s; Li)+a0 s+(&1)
j+12 b0 (2j+1&s)
=O( |Im(s)|Re(s)&12 e&? |Im|2+- |Im(s)| ),
on any vertical strip. In particular the function on the left hand side is
bounded on any vertical strip. Our assertion for 4 |dK| N2(s; Li , /) can be
proved in the same way as in the case of 4 |dK|(s; Li). Therefore the func-
tions 4 |dK|(s; Li) and 4 |dK| N 2(s; Li , /) satisfy all the conditions in Weil’s
converse theorem. K
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